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Current situation
Open
Science

EU backed initiative for opening both the
research cycle and the access to data, methods
and results of the R&D activities

Other objectives:
- Citizen Science (crowdsourcing)
- Open Funding (crowdfunding)
- Open Metrics
- Open educational resources

Open
Access Platinum Open Access (free) limited success,

mainly in LATAM

Gold OA: Authors paying high APCs guided by
a metrics’ (IF) oriented market. A few editorials
controlling top journals and DOIs

Green OA: Limited success in populating the
Repositories, not a primary source for
references to full text documents
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Ranking Web of Repositories

Ranking Web
of Repositories Promote the deposit of full text documents in OA repositories and journals

2008-2017: Composite indicator
Three rankings: Global (Institutional + Subject repositories); Institutional
(repositories) and Portals (Regional platforms and portals of journals)

2018: Number of items indexed by Google Scholar

http://repositories.webometrics.info/



Methods: Institutional Repositories
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Population 2185 IRs from 102 different countries

Top 10 countries amounts for 58% of IRs

Data collected during July 2017



Methods: 28 Social Tools and Networks
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Google: Syntax and Data Centers

Methodology A common request is made to all the Google Data centers using their IPs

The most common result is chosen as well as all the IPs giving it

The proposed syntax is used in the selected IPs
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Results: Descriptive statistics



Comments (Coverage)
Usage gaps For 19 tools (68% of 28) more than 1000 IRs (of 2185)  has zero values

For 7 tools (25%) there are 2000 IRs without any mention recorded

Social
networks

The largest and the most popular academic networks (RG and Academia)
showed an average of less than 300 mentions. CrossRef uses DOI
General networks are even less popular, specially the huge local Russian
(Vk) and Chinese (Ren Ren) ones

Deposits ScriBD (e-books) is relatively the most used tool in this analysis

Average numbers looks low for SlideShare (presentations) and GitHub
(software), but this is probably due to their (current) low coverage by IRs

Wikipedia Wikipedia is a lost opportunity. It should be mandatory to exploit the
advantages of having open access to full text documents in this tool
Other green OA sources can be cited: Regional portals in the local
language versions (Scielo, Redalyc) or items in RG or Academia

Blogs There are many problems related to Twitter: Only a fraction of contents are
indexed by Google and it makes extensive use of URL shorteners
YouTube and other media-supported blogging platforms are very
specialized and perhaps can play a major role in the future
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Comments (Regions)
North America
and Europe

There are few differences between the two developed regions regarding
most of the main tools, although …
RG is more used in Europe, while the North Americans prefer Academia

But Facebook & LinkedIn are more popular in USA

Asia
The best represented country in the region is Japan (not China)

Considering the large number of Asian IRs, their global contribution is
relatively lower, perhaps due to their small size or visibility policies

Latin America Successful LATAM portals (Scielo, Redalyc) collect local production, so high
RG/Academia figures are reflecting papers in international journals

ScriBD (e-books) probably includes a high number of textbooks

Others
Given its size Oceania IRs are well represented in academic tools

Contributions of Africa and Arab World (North Africa and Middle East) to the
global picture is limited
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Limitations
Webometrics Google (and other search engines) does not give exact results and

figures can be very volatile changing wildly even in short periods

Syntax can provide false positives especially for “short” URLs

Altmetrics
(URL mentions)

Tools and authors are reluctant to mention URLs, specially if they are
very long and complex

Extensive (and recommended) usage of pURLS (handle, DOIs) hide
the web domain of the IRs

Social
Networks Search engine robots do not index completely the social databases

Large general networks in Russia (VK) or China (Ren Ren, Weibo) use
local language, papers in English are not so commonly mentioned

Who make the
mention?

Most of IRs have limited resources so probably most of the mentions
are made by the author themselves

Promotion of papers by authors in social networks probably uses
journal bibliographic record (incl. DOI), but not the deposited version
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Conclusions
Webometrics’ role

IRs are not only deposits of documents, but tools to disseminate the institution’s
output. Usage (downloads) is a limited and biased indicator, but altmetrics can
provide a better and larger picture of that impact

Webometrics (use of search engines as a proxy) can provide valuable
information, but it is badly needed that URLs should preserve the identity of the
source

IRs’ role Active promoting of new deposited items in social networks can be a very
demanding task for IRs with limited resources, but it is a key strategy for their
success

There are far more tools than those included in this analysis. Promotion of items
should taking care of opportunities provided by large diversity of local and
specialized tools

The authors have also important roles increasing the diversity of deposits (data,
software, slides, video), giving added value to their social contributions and
referencing (green) open access full text versions correctly (besides the DOI)
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Recommendations
IR Managers should be more active mentioning their items in social networks by

themselves or encouraging authors to include URLs of the deposited

documents when promoting their work in those networks

pURLs have an important role in scholarly communication, but they are associated with the

journal version, so it is recommended, that besides DOIs, the URL of the

full text version (pdf suffixed, not handle) will be used too

Social tools full range should be considered. It will be unfeasible to use all of them, but

diversity is relevant for achieving better impact:

- Immediacy of Twitter plus permanence in Wikipedia
- Academic (RG) plus general public (Linkedin) audiences
- Global (Facebook) plus local  (Vk) coverage
- Paper (Academia) based plus extra additional (GitHub) contents
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Thank you!
QUESTIONS?


